fall 2020

subject list

**ZOOLOGY**
- Insect or arachnid?
- Slithering serpents
- Reptiles vs. amphibians
- Turtles and tortoises
- Diversity of lizards
- Super squamates (lizards and snakes)
- Rescue stories
- Beyond the scales (reptile anatomy)

**ECOLOGY**
- Sneaky scales (camouflage)
- Tricksters of the reptile world
- Extreme adaptations
- They eat WHAT? How?
- Endangered species and how you can help
- Meet your neighbors (San Diego focus)

**CROSS-CURRICULAR**
- Fingerprint stories
- Dragons East and West
- Mythological creatures
- Ancient cultures around the world
- Medicinal connections- past and present
- Fashion statements- then and now
- STEAM-based zoo design
- Careers with animals

NGSS and Common Core standards list available upon request

Have another idea? Let us know!
We can design something JUST for you!
education@ecovivarium.org